QUEEN CAMEL
COMMUNITY PLAN
2005

THE VISION IS

That Queen Camel provides for all villagers a quality of
life that satisfies and creates a strong sense of ownership
and belonging and a desire to participate in the well-being
and development of the community
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Queen Camel

FOREWORD
The Community Plan is the result of effort over the past two years to provide a targeted and realistic set of
recommendations and actions that will meet the needs identified during this period and specifically from the replies
to the Questionnaire of 2003.
This initiative originated from an idea in a government rural white paper, „Our Countryside – The Future‟,
published in November 2000. This set out plans for keeping the countryside a thriving national asset. The
Countryside Agency was given the responsibility for turning this policy into action, thus the launch of the scheme
„Vital Villages‟, which offers advice and funding to District and Parish Councils to produce a „Parish Plan‟.
Our Parish Council formed a steering group of six volunteers (which included one representative from the Parish
Council) to formulate a „Parish Plan‟. Work started well and a comprehensive Questionnaire was produced.
Unexpected commitments on members of the group brought in delays and the original completion by the end of
2004 could not be met. All the time spent has been given voluntarily and free of charge. This has been no mean
task for the small group. For instance, it took some 190 man-hours to manually process the results of the survey
from 376 villagers, and turning this data into this report has taken many weeks of effort.
Our aim, simply stated, has been:

To produce a ten year community plan for the Parish of Queen Camel that
sets out recommendations and actions that will meet the needs and visions
identified during consultations and which can be taken forward by the Parish
Council or by other organisations and individuals.

We place on record our appreciation for the enthusiasm, effort and support given by volunteers, for instance those
who distributed and collected the Questionnaires. We also thank everyone who responded to the Questionnaire,
without whom this could not have been written; their participation in completing the Questionnaire has contributed
significantly towards the future well-being and development of our Parish.
Creating this plan is one thing, making it all happen is another. We have identified partnerships that we hope will
work together to achieve the visions that we have for our Parish. It will need commitment and time from volunteers
as well as from the Parish Council and the various organisations affected. Some actions will need funding, but with
community effort and support the desired objectives can be achieved.
A number of villagers volunteered to help and their names are listed at Annex B. If anyone else in the Parish,
including those who have moved into the Parish since the Questionnaire, would like to volunteer to help in any way,
please make contact through the Parish Clerk whose address is below.
We commend this document to you.

Chairman, Steering Group

If you have any queries or issues relating to this Community Plan, please make initial contact through the Parish Clerk.
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The Parish of Queen Camel
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GLOSSARY
NW
PC
PCC
PPSG
SCC
SSDC
SMART
U3A

Neighbourhood Watch
Parish Council
Parochial Church Council
Parish Plan Steering Group
Somerset County Council
South Somerset District Council
Specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, time-bound.
University of the 3rd Age

DEFINITIONS
Queen Camel

The name Queen Camel means the Parish of Queen Camel

Parish

The Parish of Queen Camel embraces:
 the village of Queen Camel,
 the hamlet of Wales, which lies about half a mile to the west of the
village,
 Lambrook Farm and Cottages to the south,
 Windsor Farm to the south-west, beyond the railway line,
 part of Sparkford Hill, and
 land to the north of the A.303 (approximately 50% of the Parish by land
area), which includes the major settlement of Hazlegrove House housing
Hazlegrove School (the preparatory school for Kings School, Bruton,
some 8 or 9 miles away), Camel Hill House and Farm, Vale Farm and
further north, on the road to Babcary, Fortyacres Farm.

The heaviest peal of six bells in the world
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OVERVIEW
The Parish of Queen Camel
Looking back - A potted history
The village was originally known as East Camel and was given by the Earl of Godwin to his wife, Countess Gytha,
as a dowry in 1019. She was the mother of King Harold, who was killed by William the Conqueror in 1066 at the
Battle of Hastings. It is claimed that Countess Gytha was at East Camel when news of his death arrived. In 1299,
Edward 1 made the manor of East Camel part of the marriage settlement for his second wife, Margaret of France,
and the village became known as Queen‟s Camel. In subsequent monarchies each Queen was given the village as
her personal village. This was until 1558 when Queen Mary exchanged the village for the estate of her Chancellor,
Sir Thomas Mildmay, in Little Weedon in Northants.
The Mildmay family then held the village and the
Hazlegrove estate until the beginning of the 20th century.
In those early days Queen Camel not only had a mill but was noted for its linen, produced on looms in homes on the
high street, and glove factories - it is understood there were tannery shops along the River Cam. The other principal
occupations were farming and horticulture.
The church, dedicated to St. Barnabas, has an entrance gate reached from a cobbled lane that was once the main
village street. There is another entrance from the present High Street. The church was built between 1350 and 1380
and has a lofty tower containing the heaviest peal of six bells in the world.
The hamlet of Wales is thought to derive its name from two wells. The first, and most important, is Blackwell and
the second is known as Eyewell.

If you are interested in learning more about your Parish buy a copy of

„Queen Camel, Our Royal Heritage‟ by Gordon Moore, BEM*,
on sale at the Supply Store.
Proceeds to St. Barnabas Church Fabric Fund.
*Gordon was Parish Clerk for 45 years until 1991 when he was succeeded by the late Roger Giles. He
was awarded the BEM for service to the community, which included being a key mover in establishing
the Playing Field and pavilion. Gordon started life at the Mildmay Arms where his father was Landlord.
“Every man ought to know the history of his own village” Arnold Bennett.

Snippets of information have been reproduced in speech boxes in this document, by kind permission.

Today 2005
The Parish, as described in the Definitions, includes the imposing church building, two schools - Countess Gytha
County primary and Hazlegrove Preparatory - a medical centre, a village hall and an elderly residents‟ community
centre.
There are over 15 clubs and organisations providing sports and social activities for children, youths and adults, a
playing field with a children‟s play area, tennis courts and bowling green in addition to the usual football or cricket
pitches, depending on the season.
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How we worked to create this Community Plan
In January 2003 the PC decided that it would be a very good idea to take up the challenge presented by the
Countryside Agency to produce a forward looking plan for the Parish. Such a plan would allow the people within
the Parish to have a say in how they would like their Parish to develop over the next ten years or so. Thus the PC set
up the PPSG, made up of a number of willing volunteers from the Parish, to start the lengthy process of creating a
„Parish Plan‟.
The PPSG discussed at great length how to tackle this somewhat daunting task. It was decided that as a first step the
views of the Parish clearly needed to be sought. A questionnaire was prepared after seeking advice from the
Countryside Agency and getting the views of the organisations within the Parish. The preparation of the
questionnaire was in itself a major undertaking to ensure that the right questions were asked and that they were
framed correctly to get the information that was required. A separate questionnaire was also prepared for the youth
of the Parish. In June 2003, both questionnaires were distributed, with the help of additional volunteers, to all
households within the Parish.
The questionnaires were subsequently collected, and the very lengthy and time-consuming task of collating the
information began. The creation of a database and the analysis of all the questionnaires proved a much more
difficult task than was first envisaged due to a lack of IT skills and knowledge within the steering group. This was
one of the major lessons learnt. If any similar task is undertaken in the future, the questionnaire should be created
around a proven software programme.
We held a roller blade disco for the youth (secondary school age), which was used as a forum to discuss their
responses to their questionnaire. To give everyone (over five years of age) living in the Parish an opportunity to be
included in this community project, a competition, centred on „community‟, was held for the children attending
Countess Gytha Primary School.
After countless hours of work by two members of the steering group, the preparation of the Parish Plan began, based
on the results of the questionnaires. In November 2003 and January 2004 progress reports on the work were made to
the PC. These were followed in May 2004 with a highly successful and well attended presentation to the people of
the Parish at the annual Parish Meeting in the Memorial Hall. During this presentation the initial findings of the
steering group were announced and were met with general approval. A further progress report was given to the PC
in October 2004.
In March 2005 the final draft was prepared and presented to the PC for its endorsement prior to being sent to the
printers in preparation for its launch at the annual Parish Meeting on 3rd June 2005.
An enormous debt of gratitude is owed to the steering group members for all their endeavours, but especially to
Rosemary Heath-Coleman and John Corbett who devoted an unbelievable amount of their time to interpreting,
researching and collating the mass of information from the questionnaires that the people of the Parish so kindly
provided. Their efforts have resulted in this Community Plan which it is hoped will provide a big incentive for the
people of the Parish.

How the community will judge progress of the action plans
 Through the commitment, drive and actions of the PC, which will continue to be responsible for overall coordination.
 By formation of the groups to take forward the recommendations outlined in this „Queen Camel Community
Plan 2005‟. See Annex B.
 By seeing the actions develop.

How ongoing community involvement will be ensured
 The „Queen Camel Community Plan 2005‟ will be issued to the organisations and personnel likely to be
involved in organising the implementation of each of the action plans, and a copy will be available for anyone
within the Parish who asks for one.
 A booklet containing the key needs and action plans will be distributed to every household in the Parish.
 Regular progress reports will be made through the Parish magazine and at open meetings.

Reviews
 This plan is a living document and further actions will be included as needs develop. As such this document will
be monitored annually and updated as required.
 A full review will be conducted in 2010.
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Some Key Data
There is actually some confusion about how many dwellings are within the boundary of the Parish. From an earlier
Electoral Roll we counted 309 dwellings.
Doomsday Survey in 1086 listed 44 households, or
about 200-250 people (an average of 5 people per
home was allowed then)

Some 250 household Questionnaires were hand delivered, of which 210 were fully or partially completed and
returned, with 376 villagers answering the individual section, i.e. Part B of the Questionnaire. The reason only 250
and not 309 were delivered was largely due to dwellings that had absent residents, were under restoration, or were
simply empty. Only two households refused to participate.
75 youth Questionnaires were delivered but only 39
were answered and returned.
Every household Questionnaire included a separate page for completion by villagers who wished to volunteer their
services. 30 Volunteer Forms were returned. These generally excluded the majority of people who are already
doing voluntary work within the Parish.

Age range
0-4 years
5-10 years
11-18 years
19-44 years
45-64 years
Over 65 years
Totals
Time in Parish
Less than 1-year
1-5 years
6-15 years
16-25 years
26-50 years
Over 51 years
Totals

Numbers living in the 210 dwellings
(Numbers in brackets equals those who
answered Household Questionnaire)
Females
Males
Total
7
13
20
21
19
40
28 ( 1)
26
54 ( 1)
72 (65)
67 (62)
139 (127)
59 (59)
60 (58)
119 (117)
76 (76)
61 (55)
137 (131)
263 (201)
246 (175)
509 (376)
(18)
(43)
(49)
(56)
(24)
(11)
( 201)

(18)
(37)
(46)
(42)
(24)
( 8)
(175)

( 36)
( 80)
( 95)
( 98)
( 48)
( 19)
(376)

The information, conclusions and recommendations throughout this document are based on the data recorded from
the responses received. 67% of dwellings responded but in some cases only one member of a household responded
even when there was more than one living within the home. Therefore, numbers quoted do not represent 100% of
villagers but only those who replied. It is of interest to note the ratio of children/youth to adults, which must have
longer term implications for the overall needs of the Parish.
Numbers in pre-school and full-time
education
Pre-school
11
Local Primary
30
Other Primary
10
Ansford Secondary
19
Other Secondary
12
College or University
23
Government Training Scheme
0
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Numbers retired
employment
Employer
Employed
Self-employed
Unemployed
Retired

or

in

waged
7
144
34
5
150

ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS
The responses have been analysed and reported under seven groups:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Family and Individual Needs
Safety and Social Behaviour
Planning and Development
Cultural and Leisure
The Environment
Public Services and Local Government
Information and Communication

The content of each group draws together subjects that have a direct affinity or relationship with each other and that,
as importantly, relate to the partnerships needed to carry out any action plans.
Each Group has:
A Vision Statement - where we want to be – statements that will help focus the way forward so that
recommendations and actions will meet, or will be towards meeting, the vision.
Key results - what we have discovered from the Questionnaires and discussions with individuals
and groups.
Conclusions - based on the key results.
Key needs identified – what we need to do.
Recommendations – suggested solutions and activities that would meet some of the needs
identified.
Partnerships – the individuals and groups that are needed to implement the actions.
Action Plans – with each action to be SMART.
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GROUP 1
FAMILY AND INDIVIDUAL NEEDS

Until 1966 in Morven

From 1966 to 2003

Queen Camel
Medical Centres
through the years

From 2003

Vision
That the Parish be a community that fully recognises its health, social and spiritual needs. In so doing it
seeks to provide services that meet these needs, aiming to ensure that no one is excluded through age or
special needs.
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Key Results
(What we discovered)

Health and Social Needs

341 replied

The Medical Centre
Medical Service:

Dispensary
Practice nurse
District nurse
Health visitor
Loan of equipment
Physiotherapy
Maternity care
Baby clinic
Family planning
Dietician
Speech therapy

In addition to your doctor, which of you:
knew this service was
used it during the
would use it if there
offered?
previous 12 months?
was a need?
298
193
226
284
135
224
254
25
183
192
16
154
171
11
203
135
18
235
197
8
78
197
4
79
164
5
85
83
9
156
45
124

Additional services requested by more than two
villagers (only 171 replied)
First Aid course - 54 adults/4 youth (we also had
some youth who had achieved first aid certificates)
Alternative therapies
Chiropodist
Acupuncture
Preventative health care
Counselling
Homeopathy
Chiropractic

Number
58
53
18
5
3
3
3
3

Towards the end of the 19th century the
doctor joined the hierarchy of village life.
The surgery was in a house called Morven, in
the High Street. In 1966, mainly because of
increasing numbers of patients, parking and
road problems (what‟s new?) it moved to
Cleaveside House. In 2003 it moved to the
new Medical Centre.

The new Medical Centre premises
Relatively few replied to the question on the new premises and it was generally considered that communication
about the date of the move had been poor.
On the positive side, 32 made comments like „looks good‟, „good luck – exciting‟, „great asset‟, „room for
wheelchairs‟, „better parking‟, „the most radical change to the village for years – need more projects like this‟. On
the negative side, some thought the height and grey roof were not in keeping with the village and a number
commented about the difficulty in getting to the surgery for the elderly (some asking when the promised footpath
from Cleaveside would be open). A few also asked for more information about the services offered through the
Medical Centre.
The ‘59’ Trust

220 replied

The „59‟ Trust was set up for the benefit of villagers living in the 59 villages/hamlets within the care of the Medical
Centre. It was established to raise funds, primarily to provide medical equipment for the home, so that nursing care
could continue within the home. 200 villagers replied that they knew of it, 26 of whom had benefited from it, 17
being through the loan of equipment. Some villagers asked for more information.
Since the Questionnaire – The need for the loan of medical equipment in the home is now being met by
statutory bodies. Therefore, the original purpose of the Trust has been largely superseded. For the present,
the Trust remains and is being used for relief for families in exceptional circumstances. Its longer term
future will be decided by the Trustees. Meanwhile, since the inception of the new Medical Centre, a new
charity has been formed, „The Medical Centre Equipment Fund‟, because the need is now for additional
equipment for the centre. Donations may be made to this Fund, which is potentially for the benefit of all who
live or stay in the villages/hamlets cared for by the Medical Centre. Also the additional space afforded by the
new premises has allowed new services to start. Counselling, chiropractic, chiropody and additional
physiotherapy (including acupuncture) have been added as well as a clinic for patients with drug addictions.
In addition, the practice nurses provide an increasing range of preventative medicine and the Medical Centre
has become a training centre for students and young doctors, which has benefits for all patients.
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Special Needs

27 replied

Breakdown of special needs
Mobility
Educational
Other

1 child and 22 adults
1
3

Of the 27 people who replied:
 20 had adequate experienced help within the home;
 4 required respite care;
 13 had individual transport needs that were met;
 13 said social activities catered for special needs;
 5 experienced access problems and
cited kerbs and pavements generally
as well as gateways;
 3 said their special needs were met at
school.

Family/Individual Needs
No
34
6
31
24
7

What they asked for:
Meals on wheels service
Lunch club for the elderly
Children‟s holiday play scheme – see Jam Club below
A register of qualified child minders
A parenting course

“Oh dear! No way into
the Playing Fields for me
from the West Camel
Road entrance.” 2005

Children’s Activities – under 11 – There were few comments apart from „wrong age group‟ for not attending and
this included the pre-school for ages 3 to 5, held at the Memorial Hall during the mornings of term time. More
information on the activities available was requested a number of times.
Since the Questionnaire – The Jam Club has started for children aged 4 to 14. There are structured
activities every afternoon during term time and all day during school holidays. It has the highest
OFSTED accreditation.
The children’s play park. This was generally considered to be good (41 good or very good, 10 reasonable and only
4 poor). However, the following improvements were requested:







Broken equipment to be repaired and rubbish, glass and litter to be cleared.
More exciting equipment for older children, e.g. a climbing frame/tree house/rope swing etc.
Equipment for very young children
A ban on over 12-year olds – „too many youths hanging around and using bad language‟.
A ban on dogs.
Disabled access and self-closing gates.

Background to the play park: Some ten years ago six volunteers, led by Ken Bryant, formed a group to raise money
for a new play area. The project was called KIP (kids in play) and over the next three years the group worked
tirelessly and raised some £12,500, which was matched by grants from SSDC (and maybe a contribution from the
PC). The group were faced with many challenges but they persevered and had lots of fun working together to raise
the money, and the result is the excellent children‟s play park that we have today.
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Conclusions - Health and Social Needs
Queen Camel is a community that has excellent and valued medical care. However, the answers given suggest that
there is a need for better communication. For instance, whilst there are a number of medical services available to
villagers, some were not widely known, and nor was the date of the actual move to the new premises.
As a community with a significant (and at present growing) percentage of older people, there is always likely to be a
significant percentage with special needs, in particular mobility. Thus constant thought will need to be given to how
these needs can be alleviated, specifically those in respect of access, transport, and services that could be offered at
the home.
There are additional health and social services that villagers would like, some with sufficient numbers to probably
be feasible. In considering what might be feasible it should also be born in mind that the Medical Centre covers a
far wider area than Queen Camel, i.e. some 59 villages and hamlets, where there are probably a number of people
who would also use or attend such initiatives.
There are family/individual needs listed that need consideration and, where possible, resolution.
Regarding the children‟s play park, one conclusion is that what happened then – the achievement of a vision by a
few - can happen again in respect of our visions for this Parish, provided there are those willing to give their time
and to be tenacious in the achievement of their goals.

2005

“They say „no dogs‟, but
we can get in without a
gate.”
2005
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Church

274 replied

Church – the Building
The Parish Church is important to me:
for Christian worship
for private prayer
for weddings and funerals
for baptisms
for the graveyard
for the bells and the clock
as an historic building

Church – the Practice
Interest in Christian spirituality:
162
91
206
133
131
221
252

Uninterested
Interested but not at this time.
Interested and wanting to explore more

69
86
31

The church could help us to explore Christian spirituality
by.
The provision of a quiet garden in the church
grounds.
Discussion groups centred around a meal.

I do not attend the Parish Church for regular
worship because:
I worship at another church
36
I have a different religion
13
I have no religious belief
33
I simply do not go to church
159
Of the timing of services
12

Christian speakers at the church or after an
evening meal, say in the Hall.
More special services to celebrate special events.

47
16
32
31

Timing of Services - 58 stated it would be helpful to have a regular time for a service, 34 opting for 9.30 a.m. and 27
for 11.00 a.m.
Weekday Services - Only 13 said they would find a weekday service helpful, ten choosing the morning, five the
evening and only two opting for an informal parent/child service after school.
Other Comments - 35 said they thought the local church could be more involved in the local community and more
than a few expressed a wish for the Rector to be more visible and involved within the community and visiting.
Provision of toilets was a priority and kitchen facilities and a room for meetings were also listed as needs.
Other requests included:










Choir (11), music group (6), crèche (or at least some toys) (3)
Church to be physically opened up and „lighter in attitude‟, more „openness‟
Fund raising for the developing world, e.g. ploughman‟s lunch.
An 18-30 group; a young wives‟ study group; an inter-denominational fellowship.
The inclusion of well known hymns and also more modern music, and to be less money
orientated
To have breakfasts with speakers
To have closer contact with school and the elderly – a scheduled service at Cleaveside
and regular visits to St. Gytha‟s school have been set up by the Rector.
To use the church for more events.
To be more welcoming to newcomers/have a welcome evening for newcomers

Conclusions - Church
The majority of villagers who replied value the church building together with its bells (the heaviest peal of six in the
world) and clock. However, it was of interest to note, that although 162 villagers said that the Parish Church was
important to them for Christian worship, only some 33 of that number apparently attend, which is inconsistent and
leads to the conclusion that there are reasons that must be keeping many away, one of which may be the timing of
services (Since the Questionnaire changes have been made to the time of services and there is now a regular time
for services)
It was also interesting to note that against the 162 who said the church was important to them for worship, only 117
were interested in exploring more and 86 of these did not want to do so at this time. However, there were a number
of suggestions that are listed above that could be considered, and which may help to attract more people to attend.
Many villagers felt that the Rector, with six Parishes to oversee, is over-committed and, therefore, unable to devote
as much time to pastoral care as he and villagers would wish.
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Transport Needs
74 replied

Travel by Car

97 replied

Villagers who said they
experienced difficulties
Regularly
Occasionally

Journey

Villagers who said they
would give lifts
Regularly
Occasionally

Shopping
Hospital or other medical
places
To/from work

10
5

43
43

3
-

71
96

5

23

10

25

To/from social or leisure
activities
Collecting prescriptions

5

18

7

66

1

13

2

67

School run

2

6

5

11

To/from church

2

Delivery of meals on wheels

1

Comment: Whilst the figures are not disclosed here, it was of interest to note how many people within the Parish
were not prepared to offer a lift to those who might need one.

Bus Service

93 replied

Changes or improvements requested
Destinations

Sherborne
Taunton
Wincanton
Street
Wells & Glastonbury
Castle Cary Station
Alternative, not named
Bus Stops
Parish bus stop, presumed northbound
Bus stop for Wales
Safer bus stop
More bus stops
Timetables
Late night buses
More frequent and regular
Improved timetable
More services
Access
Special needs
Raise pavement for access
Fares
Fares are too high
Reliability (timing) and cleanliness of buses
Behaviour of
Rudeness
drivers
Change to small hopper buses – more versatile.

No.
asking
83
6
6
5
2
2
13
18
2
1
4
17
11
7
4
17
1
17
15
4
4

Nordcat bus service to Sherborne – In response to the interim findings of the Questionnaire, the PC arranged for the
Sherborne based Nordcat bus service to be extended to include Queen Camel. Initially the service was organised for
Tuesday but it was found that this day was not popular so the day has now been changed to Friday. There is an
annual registration fee (currently £2 with the cost of each return journey being £3) and a journey does need to be
pre-booked (01258 472164) but the service is good in that the bus picks up from the individual‟s house and the
destination can be almost anywhere within the Sherborne boundary.
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Taxi Service:

321 replied

Use of taxi service:

Nos

Weekly or more often
Occasionally
At no time
Purpose taxi used
Attending social or leisure
activities (2 said late night).
Hospital/other medical visits.
Railway Stations
Airport
Shopping.
Travelling to/from work.
Collecting prescriptions.
The school run
Emergencies

2
174
145
92
26
28
13
12
3
3
1
2

Conclusions – Transport Needs
A small percentage do have a need for help with transport, which could be met in part or whole by the generous
offer of villagers who have their own transport.
Whilst 83 said they wanted a Sherborne service, only four used the Nordcat sponsored by the PC. One reason given
was that the day (Tuesday) was not suitable; consequently the PC is arranging for the service to be changed to
another day.
People appear to be using a taxi service with its higher cost rather than the bus service currently provided,
presumably because the bus service does not meet the needs, specifically destination and timing.
There is no indication of the whereabouts of the northbound bus stop at the south end of the village and it appears
that the bus stop near the „Tin Shed‟(north of the bridge) has ceased to be – noting the request from villagers in
Wales.

Employment Needs
Youth Employment - 36 out of 37 replied
16 had casual jobs:
22 would like a job:
6 Waitressing,
catering etc.
4 Baby sitting
2 Paper rounds
1 Skittles sticker-up
1 Local shop
1 Tomato picker
1 at Hazlegrove
school.

6
3
3
3
2
1
1

Shop work
Waitressing
Paper round
Baby sitting
Gardening
Farming
Work in pottery
shop
1 Photography
2 Anything/not
sure not old
enough

31 gave their hopes for a future full-time job:
3 Journalists/script writers
1 Mechanic
2 Teachers
1 Model
2 Professional rugby/football
1 Motor industry
players
1 Nursing
2 Work in television
1 Photography
2 Army/Navy
1 Police
2 Architect/designer/interior
1 RSPCA
designer
1 Run in Olympic Games
1 Accountancy
1 Scientifically based job
1 Actor/performer
1 Social worker
1 Chef
1 Veterinary surgeon
1 Golf professional
1 Work in Sport
1 Lawyer
1 University!
Note – no agriculture or farming or secretarial.

Conclusions – Employment Needs
Questions were posed both of adults and youth concerning employment. Whilst there are no firm conclusions or
recommendations from this information (other than the need discussed in Group 3 to expand small business
enterprise), two key observations emerged:
1. There is very little unemployment in the Parish.
2. If the aspirations of the young are met, most will leave the Parish.
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Key Needs
Identified
 Improved communications from the Medical Centre and consideration of some of the additional services
requested.
 Resolution of access problems throughout the Parish, for those with special needs.
 Proper maintenance and control of the children‟s play area, and a review to see if some of the wishes
regarding more facilities can be achieved.
 A system of support for families and individuals.
 Assistance for the Rector.
 Toilets at the church and, desirably, kitchen facilities and meeting rooms for small groups.
 An internal review of the structure and style of church services.
 Introduction of additional events within the church, e.g. orchestras and concerts, to maximise the use of
the building and provide needed additional income.
 Introduction of events and/or discussion groups in a non-threatening environment within the community
to make available knowledge in respect of the Christian faith.
 Provision of a „Quiet Garden‟.
 Additional destinations and more frequent/later bus service, and identification of bus pick-up points.

Recommendations
The PPSG recommend that:
1. A Parish Support Group is established to review the family and individual needs identified in this Group,
such as the giving of lifts, the provision of meals for those in need, and where possible to organise
community actions that will alleviate the problems being experienced. In respect of lifts for shopping, it
has come to our notice that TESCO and ASDA (and, therefore, maybe other supermarkets) operate free
bus services for customers only. At present these do not cover the villages along and off the A359 route
but such a service might be laid on if it was feasible.
2. The services provided by the Medical Centre are included in the Parish information leaflet discussed in
Group 7, and new initiatives that may be launched from time to time are advertised in the Parish
magazine.
3. The bus company is asked to consider the suggestion of hopper buses. These would travel more easily and
cheaply to each of the destinations cited, and reduce some of the traffic congestion. The feasibility of
including, and a system for, picking up/dropping off in Wales could be considered. Meanwhile and
pending change by the bus company, the PC should promote the Nordcat bus service more frequently and
encourage those wanting to visit Sherborne to use it.
In respect of public transport, it has come to our notice that a new service called Nippylink has been
introduced in 2005. It covers the whole Martock catchment area. It is designed to provide a door to door
transport solution for attending medical appointments as well as other purposes. It has a return bus to
Martock that leaves Yeovil up to 2 a.m.! The service is supported and part funded by the local surgeries,
SSDC and SCC. The buses are comprehensively equipped and include wheel chair lifts, constant running
CCTV recording, digital radio communications and satellite navigation etc.
4. The children‟s play park has a support team, maybe an arm from the Culture and Leisure Group
recommended under Group 4
5. The PC should consider the suggested action plan below and liaise with the relevant people to ensure they
are made aware of the key results and needs identified.
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Partnership to resolve
the Key Needs





The PC in respect of access issues and bus transport
The Doctors in respect of the services provided by the Medical Centre, including first aid courses.
The Rector and PCC in respect of the Parish Church
Volunteers drawn from the Parish, including the church pastoral team and the manager of the Cleaveside
community, in respect of actions suggested for a Parish Support Group.
 Volunteers in respect of the children‟s play park.

Action Plan
1.1

Immediate – The PC to:
 Initiate a review of access generally and take action to provide swing gates, ramps, or other
solutions if and where needed, and to also take action in respect of dogs using the children‟s
play area.
 Initiate an inspection of the play park and put in hand any repairs or maintenance needed, and
to consider the creation of a support team, which could include fund raising for additional
equipment.
 Ask the bus company to review and where possible take action to meet the bus needs
identified, including the recommendation for change to hopper buses.
 Agree with the bus company where the northbound pick-up stops should be, noting that one
used to be outside the Camelot Pub and one in the area of the Tin Hut.
 Publicise the agreed northbound bus pick-up points.
 Publicise the revised bus service to and from Sherborne.

1.2

Within 3-months – A positive method of communication in respect of the Medical Centre to be
implemented through the Communications Working Party to be set up under Group 7.

1.3

Within 6-months – The establishment of a Parish Support Group to be considered in conjunction with
the Rector and PCC.

1.4

Ongoing – The Rector and PCC to review the suggestions in respect of the church that came in
response to the Questionnaire and to communicate their proposals in due course.

1.5

Ongoing - The Medical Centre to give consideration to introducing some of the additional services
requested by villagers.
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GROUP 2
SAFETY AND BEHAVIOURAL MATTERS

Vision
That Queen Camel is a community where local prevention measures increase safety and keep crime and antisocial behaviour to as low a level as possible; and where villagers feel safe to live and are prepared to take
responsibility for each other‟s welfare, property and surroundings.
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Key Results
(What we discovered)

Road Safety

304 adults and 23 youth replied

267 considered there were road safety problems in the Parish.
Where? High Street 143, Near School 32, West Camel Road 10, A303 20, Wales Road 10, Exit from The Glebe into
High Street 14, Exit from Church Path 4.
Principal safety issues: The speed and size of vehicles through the High Street, along West Camel Road and also
along Wales Road; the pinch points which cause speed and traffic chaos; buses and cars parking near the school.
Further reporting on the safety situation at the school is in Group 3 under School Location.

Key Road Safety Measures Requested
Totals
Remove pinch points
54
Replace pinch points with chevrons, flashing speed
signs or camera.
83
Replace pinch points with pedestrian crossing
7
Stop HGVs including vehicles for Perry‟s depot.
48
20 mph speed limit between bridge and Mildmay
20
Arms
Move 30 mph speed sign on West Camel road further
11
away from the start of the housing complex.
Consider a speed restriction along Wales Road.
10
Move school coach stop to area below West View
Extend barriers outside the school gates

2005

6
2

Some youth considered there were too many Lorries and fast cars, and a few felt unsafe cycling on the village roads.

2005
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Personal Safety

325 adults replied and 23 youth replied

Only 45 (12%) of the adults, mainly the elderly, said they felt unsafe outside, the majority after dark although some
felt unsafe during the day. Commonly the reason was associated with the behaviour of youth. Unlit tracks, paths
and alleys were the usual areas and also the Playing Fields, especially from evening onwards.
Out of the 23 youths (aged 11-18) who responded, 8 felt unsafe in unlit areas and on the Playing Fields quoting
“Yobs and older youths hanging around the Playing Field and the Village” and “walking along the West Camel
Road”. They also want more and better street lighting.. A few also commented that some village pavements were
too narrow.

Crime and Anti-Social Behaviour

254 replied

Type of crime or anti-social behaviour experienced or witnessed
For 12 months to March 2003.

Burglary

Vehicle
Theft

Crime - Police Matters

52

Vandalism

Drink/
Drugs

Noise/
Rowdiness

62

Dog
Fouling

Anti-social/anti-community –
NW in first instance.

Crime or anti-social sometimes Police Matters

23

Litter/
fly tipping

16

47

195

136

Examples of anti-social behaviour include:







Eggs thrown more than a few times at houses and at the church, and house windows and church windows
smashed;
Youths riding bikes recklessly, youth blow-torching property, and drunken youths in children‟s play area,
on playing fields and in Memorial Hall car park;
Flower pots tipped over;
Children seen throwing wrappings down;
Inconsiderate car parking, specifically in The Glebe and at the top of Church Path alongside the Notice
Board;
Dogs left outside and allowed to bark incessantly, in addition to the many complaints about dog fouling.

A few young people commented that there was nowhere safe to leave bicycles.
The following is copied from Group 6 under Public Services where 235 villagers stated they were dissatisfied with
the Police Service:
No. 1 dissatisfaction was the Police – It is evident that this is the public service that gives the greatest
dissatisfaction. One villager did state that they considered „the Police were more needed elsewhere‟.
However, the majority are very dissatisfied and do not believe they get value for money from their
Community Charge. In particular they consider that police representatives in cars or vans in car parks are
a waste of time, resource and funding. What they want is a uniformed presence visibly walking the roads
from time to time, including evenings.

Neighbourhood Watch (NW)

308 replied, some in part
only

It has been assumed that a blank response meant „No‟ unless there was a tick for
member or name of coordinator, which implied a „Yes‟ to the existence of a
scheme but a „No‟ to satisfied with operation.
Does your
Are you a
Do you know the
Are you satisfied
neighbourhood member of NW? name of your local with the operation
have a NW
coordinator?
of the scheme?
scheme?

*
**

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

220

88*

128

180

156

152

130

178**

Of whom 38 said they knew nothing about a scheme and would be interested in joining.
Of whom 36 added that they would like to know more.
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Conclusions – Safety and Behavioural Matters
The volume of traffic breaking the weight restriction, the speed of traffic and the lack of adequate policing generally
are the major safety concerns for most villagers. The majority believe that the current level of policing is inadequate
notwithstanding the heavy increases in community charge for this service. The split between those satisfied and
those dissatisfied with the emergency police response was roughly 50/50 but for this service it ought to be 100%.
It is generally considered that the pinch points have an adverse effect in that drivers are tempted to race to get
through before an oncoming vehicle arrives, and their location is wrong and causes constant traffic congestion made
worse (a) by the bus stop and (b) when school starts and finishes.
Those involved in any way with children attending the school (and here we need to remember that the Questionnaire
was addressed to villagers only and the majority of children arriving/departing by bus/car are from outside the
Parish and will not have answered this important question) consider there is a serious safety issue with „an accident
just waiting to happen‟.
Compared with National figures, there may be no serious crime or anti-social behaviour. However, there is local
behaviour that does not match the vision for our Parish, particularly in respect of litter and dog fouling, and also
with the behaviour of youth although whether these are local or from outside the Parish is not recorded. There is
also some inconsiderate behaviour in respect of car parking and dog care. Much of the dissatisfaction recorded
could be removed if all villagers (and this includes the youth and children) acted as good citizens with respect and
thought for their neighbours – and if adults spoke to children they saw throwing litter, as they did in the past.
The NW is not effective. A properly run scheme could reduce crime and anti-social behaviour and enhance the
quality of living for all villagers and would alleviate some of the concerns relating to the lack of a police presence.

Key Needs
Identified





To have a safe road outside the primary school and to stop traffic over the legal weight limit.
To have acceptable policing that controls anti-social behaviour and crime.
To have a revitalised NW scheme that provides full cover across the Parish
To change the traffic calming measures to ones that are safe and successful, and to address speed
restrictions generally.
 To develop better cooperation between the police and parents, and for parents to take more responsibility
for their children.
 To engage youth in activities.
 To grow a greater feeling of pride in the place where we live; a pride that encourages villagers to clear
their own dog mess, clear litter, and respect the needs of others.

Suggestion for parents – noting that much of the litter is from children throwing their wrapping
paper down when returning from the shop - when giving children money for tuck, ask them to
bring the wrappers home before any more money is given.
Suggestion for the school – support an anti-litter campaign and help to get the support of parents
by holding a litter poster competition to get the message across.
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Recommendations
The PPSG recommend that:
1. The key road safety measures requested by villagers are given serious consideration by the PC.
2. The community police initiative is replaced by a police supported NW scheme, which from time to time
sees a police presence walking the streets in the company of NW wardens.
3. The NW, which is seen as a safety and behavioural initiative with great opportunity for improving the
quality of life within the Parish, be revitalised and its scope extended to include anti-social and
environmental issues. Terms of reference that meet the vision be agreed. These to clearly define the
interfaces with other bodies, e.g. the PC, the Police, the Environment, and the responsibilities, e.g.
monitoring and reporting on crime and anti-social behaviour, and participating in neighbourhood patrols.
4. A person is appointed and paid a small stipend from the precept to coordinate and lead the NW activities;
volunteers are invited to be members of the team; and all households are invited to join the scheme.

Partnership to resolve
the Key Needs

Service
Traffic issues
Policing the village
NW scheme
School road safety
issues
Activities for youth

Responsibility lies with?
Police Authority and SCC

Who should monitor?
PC

Who should action?
PC with Police and
SCC
Police Authority and PC
NW team
PC with Police
PC and Police Authority
PC
PC
The Governors and Head The Governors and
The Governors with
with SCC
Head
SCC
See actions under Group 4 Culture and Leisure, Group 6 Part B, Parish
Council, and Group 7 Information & Communications.

Action Plan
2.1

Immediate - The PC to consider the recommendations and to take action to rectify the key needs
identified, reporting progress to the Parish within six months.

Road breaking up on
Camel bridge due to
over-weight vehicles
pounding the surface.

2005
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GROUP 3
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

Vision
1. That Queen Camel retains and promotes its “village” design and ambience, with no large scale
developments but recognises and supports the potential for limited growth in small low cost housing
and business developments, specifically to meet local needs and to grow an all-age community and not
a retirement zone; and
2. That the development of housing, business and community facilities be coordinated to achieve the best
design overall.
?
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Key Results
(What we discovered)
Housing

157 replied YES to more housing.
37 replied NO to more housing.
194 replied

10th June 1639, St. Barnabas Eve, The Great Fire
of Camel destroyed 70 houses, thought to be
two thirds of village.

Housing
Only one response wanted more executive type housing. The rest felt there was a need for starter/family homes,
some for single occupancy, and all with the emphasis being AFFORDABLE, maybe some with shared ownership.
Whilst it was clear that residents wanted to retain the character of the village, the majority wanted any housing
development to be affordable for young people and families from the Parish and surrounding area. Many are deeply
concerned that local young people cannot afford to remain in the village.
Some felt strongly that the rigid insistence on stone cannot achieve affordable homes and what was needed was
some brave and creative thinking to achieve high energy, 21 st century, designs.
Apart from suggestions of infill and conversion of existing (including the old Medical Centre into flats and the
school site), the location repeatedly suggested for a small housing development was the West Camel Road, more
precisely between the new Medical Centre and South View (thus also linking South View into the village). Another
suggested site for a small development was in the field beyond England‟s Mead, which already has an entrance
across the end of the road. The refaced housing in England‟s Lane was cited as an example of a style that is both
attractive and affordable.
The need for the infrastructure and services to be improved on a scale that matched any housing development was
noted.

Conclusion - Housing
Not many years ago The Glebe and Cleaveside on the south and Mildmay Drive and Orchard Close on the east of
the High Street were new developments. They are now integral parts of the village (as are the developments at
Rectory Close, Rectory Farm and Old Farm Court). Without these developments the village population would have
dwindled and we would not have been able to sustain the service and facilities we do still have and enjoy, including
the new Medical Centre, nor would we have had the contribution that many of the people living in these
developments bring to the village. These developments, however, do not come within the bracket of „affordable
starter homes‟ and, apart from The Glebe, there are few families, most residents being retired.
Without some innovative, creative planning and development of some affordable housing, the age range of the
village will continue to move up with a consequential affect on business, school, social and community events and
services, and there may come a time when there is no one locally to do any of the „service‟ type jobs that everyone
needs, particularly as age increases.
The Parish should become pro-active in planning for the future to meet the needs of the local community.
“A top priority is
more affordable
housing.”

2005
2005

???
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Businesses

220 replied YES to new business
39 replied NO to new business
259 replied

The table below shows the businesses that were requested by
more than one resident.
Business
Butcher
Tea/Coffee/Restaurant
Hairdresser
Garden/Farm Shop
Garage
Baker
Crafts

Total Business
74 Second Pub
65 Mobile Fish &
Butcher
57 IT Shop
29 Chemist
19 DIY/Hardware
18 Fish & Chip Supply
13 Gym/Sports Facility

Total
11
10
7
6
6
3
3

Some of both the „Yes‟ and the „No‟ replies based their reply on viability. Some who said no would change their
view if the business was for local people. One wanted any business because business „brings life‟ and he did not
want his village to become a retirement zone. A number suggested more mobile retail businesses, which could serve
a wider area and be one solution to the crippling tax on business classified buildings.

Supply Stores
Village Pub is reported under Group 4

We included the Supply Stores and the village pub in the
Questionnaire because, whilst we recognised that they are
private businesses, they both serve the local community. The
Questionnaire gave an opportunity for residents to make
suggestions where they considered improvements could be
made or the scope of service offered extended.
In fact, Paul Price is a member of the Parish Plan Steering group and wanted your comments to help him and Linda
improve, recognising that as well as a livelihood for them, they were providing a service to the community and
without your continuing support they, too, would disappear as all the others have. As he said, “You start
enthusiastically and invest in your ideas for improvement and then workload overtakes and you stop „seeing‟ and
being creative”.
With a very few exceptions, all households use the Supply Store, including the Post Office service, and the majority
at least 2-3 times a week. The usual reason for using the store was „to support local business‟, with the scope of
supply and time saving coming equal second. Some Questionnaires added comments and the majority of these were
highly complimentary of the service provided by Paul and Linda Price. Heading the list was friendliness and
service, and one sums up the comments of many with, “Excellent facility, vital it stays viable and continues to
supply demand”. The opening hours were generally appreciated.
Additional products, services or changes suggested were:
 Fresher and better quality of fruit and vegetables…locally produced. This was the wish most commonly
mentioned.
 Expansion of „deli‟ – again locally produced
 A collecting point for boxed organic fruit and vegetables
 A collecting point for dry cleaning
 A greater variety of cards showing local features
 A reliable photocopier and a spring clean of the window and surrounding area
 An internet facility – but refer under Pub also
 More storage somewhere and/or changes in layout so that it looks tidy and attractive and less like a stock
room and has better access for those with special needs (including wheelchairs)
 A second person on duty especially at peak times when queuing becomes chaotic and also during late
shifts for safety reasons.
 Road tax at the Post Office – more than a few wanted this. (This service became available from April
2004.)
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Conclusion - Business
Without any housing development the remaining businesses are at risk of gradually becoming less viable (and some
commented that “we must not allow our excellent supply store and Post Office to be lost”). Some of the businesses
requested would probably not be viable and it could be concluded that they are desired to meet personal needs rather
than to bring employment and prosperity into the village. With controlled development of affordable housing at
least those near the top of the table could be viable and worth actively pursuing and since the change of management
at the Mildmay Arms number 2 is in process of being provided . There is already a visiting bakery van (Wrefords)
for „home-made‟ style bakery and mobile fish suppliers one of whom might be interested in holding a stall in the
Memorial Hall car park on a set day and week of each month. We are very fortunate to have our own dispensary at
the Medical Centre and the Supply Store sells basic toiletries. The Supply Store will consider the requests for
additional products, services or changes suggested to see which they can incorporate.
A suggestion: Institute a community market stall in, say, the Memorial Hall car park for villagers
to sell their garden produce. A small percentage payment could go into a general
fund raising pot or to a nominated village charity.

Memorial Hall

341 replied

The following is a summary of the responses:
Frequency of use

Nos

Adequacy

Nos

Weekly
Monthly
Infrequently
Never

27
50
161
73

Adequate for Parish needs
Adequate for private needs
New hall complex wanted
New hall complex adjacent
to Medical Centre
Upgrade existing hall

190
113
98
51

Comparison with
other halls
Better
Similar
Less facilities
Smaller

Nos
14
108
85
46

40

Although 190 and 113 respectively considered the hall was adequate for Parish and personal needs, there were only
27 and 50 respectively who used the hall weekly or monthly. This did not indicate a large local support. There are
those, and this includes the Pre-School (which is the biggest user but whose organisers do not live in the Parish and,
therefore, did not complete the Questionnaire), who consider the hall is not adequate and is less in terms of size and
facilities to other halls in the locality.
Issues that restrict or spoil hall usage are:





Inadequate kitchen, toilets and heating
(refurbished since Questionnaires were returned)
No toilet facilities for the disabled
(refurbished since Questionnaires were returned)
Not to the highest standard.
(standards improved following refurbishment)
Insufficient storage - equipment taking valuable floor space, therefore insufficient capacity, which
restricts bookings
 Insufficient parking
 Safety issues in respect of children – no outside playing area
 Less in terms of size and facilities compared with, for instance, West Camel and Marston Magna.
Suggestions for a new location were near or on the playing fields/behind the Medical Centre or combined with a
sports complex.

Conclusion – Memorial Hall
The work done since the Questionnaire has improved the standard enormously and plans are being made to increase
storage and improve the platform facilities. However, nothing can be done to change the parking and safety of
children playing outside. Therefore, other Halls will doubtless continue to be chosen rather than our own Hall, and
our Hall will continue to be under used unless its location is changed.
The highest user, on an almost daily basis, is the Pre-School organisation but the Hall is proving inadequate for their
purposes, especially the lack of outside facilities.
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Playing Fields

244 replied

Play and Watch
90

Play informally
54

Recreational walking
170

Relatively few replies gave any suggestions. This lack may be because the majority of sports users come from
outside the Parish. Those that did respond expressed the general opinion that we have one of the best, if not the
best, playing field in the area, that was well maintained (and here thanks were expressed to Ken Croom) but under
used. The Pavilion, however, fell far short of a corresponding standard.
The following were requested:











More seating;
Toilets that are open for use by the public, and a shelter;
Better changing and shower facilities;
Facilities for teenagers – tarmac area for roller blades/skate boards, BMX;
Cricket nets and goal posts that are fixed;
A running circuit;
A new pavilion or club house linked with the tennis courts; or
New facilities that are combined with a new Hall, i.e. an integral community centre;
Wheelchair access – this is addressed in Group 5, The Environment; and
A ban on dogs.

One villager stated that any improvements would be at risk because of vandalism.

Conclusion – Playing Fields
Improvements are urgently needed to bring the facilities in line with the excellent playing area; however, these
ought to be planned as part of an overall review of all community facilities.
If the few continue not to pick up their dog mess, a ban on dogs may be forced, which would spoil the field for
many, and these few will not be living up to the vision for our community.

Parking

193 replied

155 considered public parking facilities in Queen Camel were inadequate.
It was appreciated that High Street
residents and usually visitors park only on one side of the High Street without the need for non-village friendly
double yellow lines. However, there is significant parking congestion on the High Street, specifically in connection
with the Supply Store and the Memorial Hall, and a serious problem early morning and late afternoon at the school,
which is made worse if the church is used at these periods. There is also inadequate parking for the Playing Fields.
Brought forward from Group 3, is the need mentioned by youth for a safe place to park bicycles.

Conclusion - Parking
There is insufficient public parking and the High Street congestion will almost certainly become worse after
occupation of the housing on the Camelot and Sedna sites.
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School (location)
A lot of Questionnaires had no comment against the question of school safety, presumably because the
households have no children at the school or they have not been in the vicinity of the school during morning drop
off and afternoon pick up times. With two exceptions, those who did reply were not satisfied with the safety of
the children as they arrive at and depart from the school. This is the overriding reason why they all want the
school to be moved.
Other reasons given for moving the school are:
 Sports are suffering due to the distance between the school and the playing fields.
 The classrooms are outdated and the Portakabin classrooms were a temporary solution and should be
replaced by permanent buildings.
 The school is at risk of flooding.
The following is the response on one Questionnaire, which encapsulates the views of many:
“The road is a big problem, i.e. it is only a matter of time before there is an accident. A zebra crossing or
lollypop person would be helpful. The issue of the level and type of traffic needs to be addressed. There are
still far too many heavy Lorries travelling through the village, particularly at start and finish of school. The
car congestion of parents collecting, school buses and existing traffic is a nightmare. Ultimately – we need a
new primary school sited away from the main road with scope for attached playing fields, on-site kitchens for
preparation of school dinners with food sourced from local suppliers”.

The site suggested for a new school is the field beside and behind the Medical Centre. This would give immediate
access to the playing fields and provide a safe entrance. An alternative but less favourable suggestion for the longer
term was to turn the field behind the school into a car park with footbridge access across the river.
Until a new school can be built (or a vehicle park provided in the field across the river), the following short term
safety measures were requested:
Transferred
and
discussed
further in
Group 3 –






Implement a 20 mph speed restriction between the bridge and the Mildmay Arms;
Extend the barriers outside the school gates;
Stop HGVs;
Remove the pinch points, which cause a bottleneck, replace with a pedestrian crossing and invest in a
„lollypop‟ person;
 Move the coach stop to the foot of West Hill and escort the children.

Conclusion – School
We may be able to do something about HGV traffic but, unless there is a bypass, other vehicles will continue and
increase in volume. While the school remains where it is we have a serious accident just waiting to happen, added
to which the facilities are now outdated, despite the best efforts on the part of the Headmistress and school staff, and
the time spent on vital sports is significantly reduced. The ideal, longer term, solution is to move the school to a site
near the playing fields. Meanwhile, however, a short-term solution to the safety issue must be found and this is
addressed in Section 3 - Safety.

“We need a school that
is safe and fit for
purpose in the 21st
century.”
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Key Needs
Identified
 To build some affordable housing for local people.
 To plan an expansion of business that specifically provides services to, and adds quality to the life of, the
local community.
 To provide adequate off road public parking.
 To have a school that is in a safe situation and is able to meet the whole educational needs – physical as
well as academic - of its children.
 To have a community complex that is safe and meets the needs of the community, and is also beneficial
in size and facilities in order to attract outside users and thus increase income.

Recommendations
The PPSG recommend that a Planning & Development Group is formed to:
1. Produce a Village Design Statement that will ensure that future developments are in character with the
village and are also creative and use the latest technology to conserve energy and to be cost effective.
2. Carry out a comprehensive survey to properly establish housing, business and community needs and best
overall locations, with associated infrastructure and parking for vehicles and bicycles, and produce an
implementation plan.

Partnership to resolve
the Key Needs
A Planning & Development Group (PDG), which could include representation for:








The PC
The first time buyer
Business
The Memorial Hall – representing all user organisations
The Playing Fields – representing all user organisations
Countess Gytha School
The Church

Some of the associate partners that might be consulted in relation to the recommendations are:






SSDC Planning Department
SCC and its derivatives
Rural Housing Trust
Community Council for Somerset Housing Association
National Heritage

Action Plan

3.1

Immediate – The PC to form a Planning and Development Group that will work together to achieve
our vision.

3.2

Within one year – the Planning and Development Group to review the needs and the
recommendations and to report to the PC on their proposals on how they plan to proceed, with
timescales.
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GROUP 4
CULTURE AND LEISURE

Vision
That Queen Camel has top grade cultural and leisure facilities in safe and pleasant surroundings with
thriving activities and community events, accessible to all and which meet the needs of villagers, promote
community development and encourage maximum possible participation.
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Key Results
(What we discovered)

Social and Leisure

206 adults and 37 youth replied

Within the Parish there are a number of regular activities, e.g. an art group, a play reading group, a morning
Women‟s Institute, a bell ringing group, various socials for senior citizens at Cleaveside, and ad hoc public events in
the Memorial Hall that usually have a fund raising purpose. In the table below is a list of activities that were
requested more than twice (there were others, each requested by just one person). In respect of the youth this is not
comprehensive because only 37 responded.
Adults

The Activities

Want

Drama
Music
Dancing

Crafts
Exercise
(usually noncompetitive)

Education

Music/band/orchestra
Choir/singing
Line/barn/country
Ballroom
Tap
Dancing
Keep Fit/aerobics/Pilates
Water aerobics
Yoga (offered at Healing Centre)
Rambling and walking
Languages
Computing (IT)
U3A
Local History
Book Club

Bridge
Whist Drives

17
13
9
14
12
3
3
19
45
4
3
19
21
34
15
4
3
3
3

Youth (11-18)
Do

Want

7
5

Y = Yeovil
Do

Have
skills

1 in Y
20
1 in Y

1

3

1
2

1
4
6

Reasons given by adults for not attending existing activities:
 30 said they were the wrong age group for the activities on offer.
 11 said it was because the activities were the wrong day or time - 24 wanted mornings/19 afternoons/51
evenings.
 3 said it was because of a lack of transport and none because of cost.

The Pottery
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The Village Pub

344 replied

318 thought a village pub was essential and 294 thought that a restaurant service was also essential. However, this
was somewhat at variance with the numbers using the local pub at the time of the survey:
Village Pub
Weekly or more often
Irregularly
Never
Other Pubs
Weekly or more often
Irregularly
Never

35
158
151
125
223
16

What do residents look for when choosing which pub to patronise?






Top of the list was “friendly, welcoming, well-presented and used by villagers”.
Second was quality food that was affordable and included provision of good bar food.
Cleanliness and quality of toilets and accommodation was important, as was the exterior appearance.
For some, it needed to be family orientated, preferably with a children‟s play area;
At least ten listed a garden, some adding BBQs, others look for skittle allays and a venue to celebrate an
occasion – birthday, Christmas etc.
 A few suggested quiz nights, live musical evenings, and fun raising events for charity.
 Essential is a no-smoking area, specifically in the restaurant.
In September 2004 the pub came under new ownership and the owners have found the result of the Questionnaire
helpful in planning the changes and services they wish to provide.

Conclusions – Social and Leisure
There is a wish for a wider range of activities and some listed in the table may have a sufficient number to make a
group worthwhile if other considerations can be met. Others activities are being considered by the new owners of
the village pub and the hall management committee. There may be too few youth interested in any one activity to
make their own group feasible but all-age groups could be considered, e.g. theatre, music, rambling and walking, IT
and other further education courses, maybe under U3A.
The responses and discussions have highlighted that participation is rarely affected by cost but very much depends
on personal requirements that need to be met, e.g. right age group and ability level, right day and timing, child care
considerations.
It is anticipated that the ongoing changes at the pub will make it one of the key social centres for villagers.
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Sports

344 adults and 37 youth replied

Queen Camel has an excellent Playing Field. Our Questionnaire was for the residents of the Parish but, in respect of
sport, there is probably as many or even more players and supporters from outside the Parish than from within.
The Sports – including youth
clubs and award schemes
(over 11s)

Adults
Want

Do or
Watch

Cricket
Tennis
Golf
Football
Rugby
Bowls
Swimming
Life-saving
Biathlon
Triathlon
Pegasus
Merlin – youth club
Skateboard/roller blade
Squash
Athletics – gym/running
Rounders and Netball
Table tennis
Hockey
Cycling (BMX/cycling)
Sport (not defined)
Self-defence
Karate
Fencing
Duke of Edinburgh Award
Guides
Scouts

Youth (11-18)

27
19
16
12
7
6

CC = Castle Cary, Y = Yeovil,
MM = Marston Magna, S = Sparkford
Want
Do
Have skills

2
1
2

1in QC
18 in QC
2 in CC
3 in QC
5 in Y
1 in Y
2 in Y

6
3
1
1

2
6 in MM
5 in QC
16
4
2
2 each

2 in Y
1 in QC
-

1
9
7

1

10
6

4
2 in Y
1 in Y
3

1
6

2 in QC
2 in S

Reasons given by adults for not participating in existing activities:





45 said they were the wrong age group for the sport.
6 said the sport was the wrong day or time.
3 said it was because of a lack of transport.
1 said it was cost

The following were requests made by the youth, listed in order of the numbers requesting, i.e. most requests were in
respect of Merlin. Some should be „quick fixes‟ and some need funding and may have other considerations. There
was appreciation given for the tennis club.
 More activities at Merlin and these to be more fun – NB only 5 attending from QC. Some parents
commented that they did not know about this club.
 Skateboard park, cycling (BMX) park,
 Tennis pavilion or shaded area, wind breaks and floodlights.
 More training sessions and competitions for tennis, more aged 16-19, and keys allowed to courts for
practise.
 More training sessions for football
 More support for cricket
 Free swim before Biathlon training
 Easier transport for out of village activities.
 21st century sports centre.
 Better football pitches (get rid of the undulations known as the „Camel humps‟), goal posts to be left in
position all year round,
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Conclusions - Sports
As with social and leisure, participation is rarely affected by cost but very much depends on personal requirements
that need to be met, particularly the age group.
There is a spread of activities but local support appears to be low. Tennis is definitely the most popular sport
amongst the youth but as this is not a national statistic it must surely be to do with the leadership and/or the
organisation. Good, enthusiastic leaders will attract a youthful following. Cricket, the top adult sport for QC had
only one youth in our response from QC playing. Football, fourth for adults and nationally at the top had only two
youth who would like to play and two already playing in Castle Cary. Because relatively few youth returned a
Questionnaire, the survey could be considered unrepresentative but it gives sufficient food for thought and action.
Throughout the survey, and probably no different from most other communities, the need for activities that include
and engage youth is highlighted. They are the future of our community and need leadership role models to provide
a range of active, organised leisure pursuits both in the Hall and on the Playing Field. This would meet some of the
needed local outlet for our youth.

“The previous play park, now a
rough area, which in 2003 was
put forward for surfacing to
provide a roller blade area.”.

2005

Community Events

307 replied

Refer to Group 5 for environmental community events

The Event
Annual Parish (Camelot) Day
With activities similar to the Jubilee Day
To include an arts/music festival
To include craft workshops and displays
Open gardens – with cream teas
Annual BBQ with bonfire (to provide a disposal source for
old furniture etc.
„Bonfire Night‟
Annual dinner (suggested for everyone over 60, prepared
by those under 60/waited on by the youth of the Parish)
Twinning with another village in another country

Total
53
178
126
140
153
183
2
92
74

Other community events suggested include:









Church Open Day - tower, flowers, old market day
Donkey Derby/duck race/treasure hunt – these could be included as part of the Camelot Day
Plays, musicals, pantomimes
Tea dances, barn dances, other dances, including children‟s disco
Fun Runs
20s-40s, 50s-60s, events
In 1540 Queen Camel had a flourishing market twice
Horse and dog shows
a week and FOUR fairs a year, probably because of
its woollen cloth.
A Village Week – awareness

Comment was made by some that village fund raising could be extended to sometimes include charity organisations,
thus attracting outside support as well as supporting worthwhile needs greater than our own.
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Key Needs
Identified





To engage the youth in social and sporting activities.
To have volunteers to lead activities, specifically for youth
To foster the growing community spirit by holding regular Parish events
To have activities that meet the needs of all age groups.

Recommendation
The PPSG recommend that a Culture and Leisure Group is formed to draw together and coordinate the
community social, leisure and sporting activities to encourage maximum possible participation across all age
groups.

Partnership to resolve
the Key Needs






The leaders of the existing activities covered by this Group 4
A representative from both schools
The Chairman or representative for the Playing Field Committee
The Chairman or representative for the Memorial Hall
Volunteers who offered on the response forms to help with social and sporting events

Action Plan

4.1

immediate - Launch the planning for a Parish Day in the late summer/early autumn.

4.2

within 3-months – The PC invite the Partnership (and other volunteers through a letter in the
Parish Magazine and at the Annual Review Meeting) to form a Community Culture and Leisure
Group that will work together to achieve our vision, by:
 providing a forum for discussion of the needs, issues and priorities; and
 launching initiatives that will meet those that are achievable, with particular emphasis on
engaging and involving the youth within the Parish.
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GROUP 5
THE ENVIRONMENT

Vision
That Queen Camel is a community which is proud of its heritage and respects, and seeks to improve
continually, its rural and residential environment for the enjoyment of villagers and visitors alike.
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Key Results
(What we discovered)

The Countryside

334 replied

Aspects of countryside
Aspects of the
countryside that are
important
Knowledge of local
footpaths
Problems with local
footpaths

Totals

Tranquillity
Wildlife and plants
Open footpaths
They knew
Presumed not to know
Nettles/brambles/wire
Stile issues
Poor signing
Locked gates
Dog access
Farm animals
Lack disabled access
Mud/water
Access from West
Camel Road to Playing
Field
General
Bulls/electric fencing/no
instructions/dogs

296
295
261
231
103
57
39
19
18
17
11
10
7

Knowledge of the
walk leaflets

They knew
Presumed not to know

215
119

Community
Composting scheme

They support
Presumed not to support

145
189

Safety issues with
local footpaths
(2 persons listed dog
fouling. The subject is dealt
with in Group 6)

1838 – “The soil is of various
qualities; in the vale it is a strong
loam, chiefly in pasture; on the hill
is a strong clay overlying beds of
blue lias; in the northern part of the
Parish the soil is clay, retentive of
moisture and not a very fertile
quality. The arable land is
interspersed throughout the Parish.
In the vale are fine orchards; and
the elm thrives well. Cows are
principally fed, and some flocks of
sheep are kept.”

5
13
5

Under the requirements of the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000, Somerset County Council has to assess the
extent to which local rights of way meet the present and likely future needs of the public, the opportunities provided
by local rights of way, and the accessibility of these to blind and partially sighted persons and others with special
mobility needs.
Rivers and Streams – transferred from Group 6 Public Services. 61 villagers stated they were dissatisfied with the
maintenance service in respect of rivers and streams. It was also stated that the chemical control of river weed was
detrimental.
Aircraft noise – This was cited by a huge majority as the greatest disturbance to tranquillity and, thus, to the quality
of life.

“Five minutes of peace and
tranquillity, but where‟s my
dog and who am I?”
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The Residential Environment

342 replied

Aspects of countryside

Totals

Hedges, walls and fences

253
39
200
181
270
38

Good or Acceptable
Poor or Unacceptable
Pavements and verges
Good or Acceptable
Poor or Unacceptable
Overall presentation of the Good or Acceptable
Parish
Poor or Unacceptable
Analysis shows that matters of dissatisfaction included:
 Poor maintenance of verges and along the edge of
pavements, i.e. the outside edge of property;
 Overhanging hedges and bushes onto pavements and
footpaths;
 Front gardens that were unkempt and not maintained
and tidy;
 Hedge cutting in the bird nesting season and hedges
„butchered‟ by farmers;
 The interior of the bus shelter
 Too many public road signs,
 The poor state of some sign boards (much of this has
now been rectified);
 Unsightly overhead cables in village
 Litter along the High Street and dog fouling generally.

2005

Together these gave an overall presentation that was below the standard it should be.

Environmental Community Events
Suggested Events

Total For

An annual spring-clean day, maybe
178
concluding with the BBQ suggested in
Group 4.
Teamwork to improve the look of the
village and
thusobservations
be able to enter
„Best
167
From
made
in the Questionnaire:
We live in a beautiful
Kept Village‟
competition.
village but we have nowhere that is tranquil, attractive and easy to
Extensionwalk
of the
to are
Christmas
forteamwork
those who
elderly or have special needs. Certainly our
decorations
–
so
that
the
High
Street
hasthe road around
60
High Street is none of these;
Wales is the nearest but
a coordinated
theme.
this is
hard ground, too long for man and the part of this walk along
Guided walks
(some
suggested
the West
Camel
road islocal
anything but tranquil and safe. Each summer
history/flower/tree
owlHenshallbrook
nesting
64becomes almost impassable
the foot walks
path and
along
boxes). through weeds submerging the footpath, and the stiles are often
slippery and too difficult for some to climb over, and a block for
Other suggestions for environmentalanyone
activities
community
projects were:
in aorwheelchair
orconservation
child‟s pushchair.
 a litter patrol
 a pond, walk and/or woodland area
 a village competition for cleanliness and presentation.
From observations made in the Questionnaire: We live in a beautiful
village but we have nowhere that is tranquil, attractive and easy to
walk for those who are elderly or have special needs. Certainly our
High Street is none of these; the road around Wales is the nearest but
this is hard ground, too long for man and the part of this walk along
the West Camel road is anything but tranquil and safe. Each summer
the foot path along Henshallbrook becomes almost impassable
through weeds submerging the footpath, and the stiles are often
slippery and too difficult for some to climb over, and a block for
anyone in a wheelchair or child‟s pushchair.
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Conclusion – The Environment
The high response to this section of the Questionnaire confirmed that people continue to value and want to enjoy the
countryside. This is an area where „poor and unacceptable‟ could be changed to „good‟ or even „excellent‟ at little
cost but with a big community spirit and some hard work. There is also the obligation to meet the requirements of
the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000.
61 villagers were dissatisfied with river and stream maintenance. No doubt this low number was because
comparatively few are affected but for those it does affect it was a matter of great concern, specifically the lack
of any flood prevention measures in respect of Henshallbrook.
There are few walks that the elderly and those with special needs can enjoy, and walking along the High Street is no
longer a pleasure because of the volume and speed of traffic. Additionally, footpaths are not wheelchair friendly
generally.
Dog fouling and litter are anti-social as are unkempt properties, especially those with bushes and hedges that push
people off the public path thus we all need to work together if we want our vision to be achieved.

Key Needs
Identified

Henshallbrook,
inaccessible for
too many.

 To have footpaths that are wheelchair friendly.
 To have proper maintenance of footpaths.
 To have regular maintenance of the River Cam
and Henshallbrook, including the culvert under
the A359.
 To have proper maintenance by villagers of their
hedges, bushes, trees and of their wall edges
where any of these abut public rights of way.
 To have more trees.
 To have a tranquil walk with wildlife, plants and
water.

2005

Recommendations
The PPSG recommend that:
1. An Environment Group be formed to draw together and coordinate community environmental activities.
This Group to consider the following community projects:
i)

Creation of a tranquil walk. This would give pleasure to all residents, especially those who are
elderly or with other special needs. To achieve this consideration should be given to the area
along Henshallbrook. This could incorporate woodland, pond and seating and one end would be
in close proximity to the Quiet Garden proposed for the churchyard.

ii)

Improvement to the appearance and more use of the bus shelter.
 Consider the feasibility of painting the grey concrete interior with a mural based on the
locality. Hold a competition for the mural, thus also ensuring control of what is painted. The
painting could be a community or youth project, with a nominated volunteer leader.
 Use the bus shelter as a communication centre and display a „Calendar of Events‟ and a map
of the Parish. This element of the recommendation is discussed for action in Group 7.

iii) A Parish competition be held for best presented area
 Divide the Parish into sensible areas and hold a judging day, maybe as part of a Village Day
or Open Gardens Day, the judging limited to exterior presentation.
 Consider organising an annual spring-clean day as part of this initiative, culminating in a
community BBQ.
 Enter Queen Camel in the „Best Kept Village‟ competition.
2 A comprehensive survey of all the public footpaths within the Parish be carried out by the Environment
Authority.
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Partnership to resolve
the Key Needs

PC
The Environment Agency
A team of volunteers – for general footpath
maintenance and also for the tranquil walk
community project.
Rev. Mike Perry and PCC
A volunteer leader to oversee the bus shelter
project.
A judging team – in due course – for the
village competition.

The formal liaison with the Environment Agency and also
with RNAS, Yeovilton.
The survey of footpaths and plan of action
The maintenance of the river and stream
Approach relevant volunteers on the volunteer list, members
of the Horticultural Society, the youth group and through the
magazine.
If the „Quiet Garden‟ is to be included.
Consider the pros and cons of this being a youth project,
overseen by the project leader.
Consider whether Christmas decorations should be included,
noting that 60 residents voted for this.

Action Plan
5.1

immediate – The PC to take the necessary actions to
 upgrade the footpath alongside the Medical Centre to the Playing Fields and replace the stile
with a swing gate;
 create a footpath which is wheelchair friendly between Cleveside and the Medical Centre; and
to
 reiterate the need to minimise aircraft noise both by day and by night, as long as this need
remains.

5.2

immediate – The PC to form an Environment Group that will work together to achieve our vision.

5.2

within six months of formation – The Environment Group to review the needs and the
recommendations for community projects and to report on their proposals on how they plan to
proceed, with timescales and any funding implications.
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GROUP 6
PUBLIC SERVICES AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Vision
That Queen Camel is a community that strives to have the best possible Public Services and that actively
supports its elected Parish representatives, who in turn listen, are aware of and are proactive in the general
life of the Parish.
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Part A
Public Services

342 replied

Public Service – in order of
dissatisfaction
1. Police
2. Pavements
3. Dog fouling bins
4. Road sweeping
5. Drains
6. Recycling
7. Litter
8. Visual
9. Rivers/Streams
10. Street Lighting
11. Emergency Police (999)
12. Hospital Transport
13. Emergency Ambulance (999)
14. Mains Electricity
15. Refuse Collection
16. Mains Water
17. Fire Service (999)

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

(Poor or Unacceptable)

(Good or
Acceptable)

235
159
128
117
116
110
96
71
61
53
47
23
12
8
9
7
7

46
120
119
161
151
217
175
190
191
246
108
79
161
295
324
285
143

No Opinion
61
63
95
64
75
15
71
81
90
43
187
240
169
39
9
50
192

No. 1 dissatisfaction was the Police – It is evident that this is the public service that gives the greatest
dissatisfaction. One villager did state that they considered „the Police were more needed elsewhere‟. However,
the majority are very dissatisfied and do not believe they get value for money from their Community Charge. In
particular they consider that police representatives in cars or vans in car parks are a waste of time, resource and
funding. What they want is a uniformed presence visibly walking the roads from time to time, including evenings.
This is an issue relating to matters of safety and crime and has been transferred for action to Group 2.
No. 2 dissatisfaction was pavements. Since the Questionnaire the High Street pavements have been partially
resurfaced only. For example, the high pavement in front of Morven and continuing in front of Camelot House
and the pavements at the north end of the High Street have been patched only and are showing signs of
deterioration.
The resurfacing of the pavements in the High Street and the building of the long awaited pavement linking South
View with the village would doubtless change some replies. However, those not living where the pavements have
been resurfaced, including those in England‟s Lane, will remain dissatisfied.
Comment was also made on the lack of maintenance to the service road to Hill View and West View was not
maintained.
No. 3 dissatisfaction was dog fouling and the lack of adequate bins. Dog fouling was high on the list of items that
spoilt the overall quality of life in the Parish and was seen as a major anti-social behavioural matter.
Insofar as the Public Service of providing dog bins was concerned, however, comment was made that there were
few bins on public footpaths and none along Wales Road, which is a favourite dog walking route. (Since the
Questionnaire dog bins have been fitted at the top of Dark Lane, by the kissing gate into the field at Mildmay
Drive and near Traits Hill along Wales Road.)
Nos. 4 & 5– dissatisfaction was road sweeping and drain and gutter clearance. The general comment was „poor
and infrequent and does not get into curbs and under cars‟. It is clear that if one side of the High Street is lined
with cars, the road, drains and gutters cannot be cleaned. However, the side roads do not appear to get swept at
all. Some villagers had never witnessed the drains being inspected or cleared and asked if there was a programme
for such maintenance (The Parish Clerk advised the PPSG that the drains are cleaned on an annual basis or as
required because of blockage). Poor drain clearance is certainly considered a major cause of surface flood water.
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No 6 dissatisfaction was Recycling. It was clear that most people recognised the need to recycle, in fact many felt
very strongly about this need, but all wanted easy access and a system that covered all material.


The chief criticism was that it did not include plastic, glass and cardboard. Unless these were
included, the fortnightly collection was not cost effective and villagers were not happy with their money
being spent on a partial service.
Some perceived our collection was less in terms of scope than the
service provided to other villages, e.g. Sparkford, Mudford and Marston Magna.



The black crates were too heavy for some, especially the elderly. If this method of collection was to
continue, some suggested a change to different coloured sacks for different items, which would be lighter
and easier to manage and encourage the various items to be separated and recycled.
However, if a
partial collection only was to continue, a majority would prefer a return to a centralised disposal bank, i.e.
one system for all material.



Only four registered a wish for wheelie bins. There are those who would not be able to handle such bins
because they have no side or back exit, e.g. some houses in the High Street, or long walkways and flights
of steps, e.g. those living at Hill View.



Some felt that the fortnightly collection was not enough and there was some criticism that the collection
times were erratic; and some households were missed altogether.

Most considered the weekly household refuse collection service was excellent although there were a few who
commented that the black sacks were unhygienic.
No 7 dissatisfaction was litter - This was litter from both the public dropping it, especially on the pavements either
side of the Supply Store, and motorists uncaringly throwing it from their windows. The hedgerows and ditches on
the road to Yeovil were often heavily littered, as was the A303 passing through the Parish boundary. There was
often fly tipping on Gason Lane, including in the vehicle-passing bays. „McDonalds‟ and other wrappings were
often mentioned. These were usually discarded by our own youth.
Insofar as the Public Service of providing litter bins was concerned, it appears that a lack of sufficient bins may be
contributing to the anti-social behaviour of throwing litter on the ground. On the positive side, a number of
villagers mentioned that they frequently pick up litter.
(Since the Questionnaire, the litter bin by the Mill Stream has been replaced, and there are now bins by the
entrance to Back Lane, High Street, and by the entrance to the Old Rectory, High Street. There are also litter bins
outside the Supply Store and by the new roundabout.)
No 8 dissatisfaction was Visual. For 20 years the residents of Church Path have been promised that unsightly
telegraph poles would be removed. Comments similar to “Overhead cables, particularly near the church,
seriously detract from the appearance” and “It was illogical to be strict with buildings whilst allowing such
unsightly cables and a profusion of signs (Government and private), some not maintained in good order”, were
made.
There is a profusion of signs. At the south entrance to the village there are, for example, a „Traffic Calming…‟
sign that cannot be seen until the driver is almost level, two new signs relating to the new roundabout, the old style
road sign facing the traffic but with no arm identifying which way to the village or the A359, and another new sign
„Road narrows – single file‟ is confusing.
No 9 dissatisfaction was the maintenance of Rivers and Streams. This was probably lower down the
dissatisfaction list because the lack of maintenance affects comparatively few residents. For those it does affect,
however, it was a matter of great dissatisfaction, specifically the lack of any flood prevention measures in respect
of Henshallbrook. This is covered in Group 5. It is also a matter that is being monitored by the Queen Camel
Flood Group.
It was also stated that the chemical control of river weed was detrimental to river and wild life.
No 10 dissatisfaction was Street Lighting. The greatest dissatisfaction again came from those living off the High
Street. Comments included that lighting was badly spaced, or either very dim or non-existent, in particular in
Grace Martins Lane and the side streets. Many villagers felt unsafe when walking at night due to poor street
lighting.
No 11 dissatisfaction was Emergency Police. Because fewer residents had had a need to use this Service, less than
half who answered had an opinion. Where there was dissatisfaction it was because the response time had proved
to be poor or at times non-existent.
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Hospital Transport, Emergency Ambulance and the Fire Service. Few were dissatisfied with these Services. This
was doubtless because few needed them, as evidenced by the large number who had no opinion.
Electricity and Water. The majority were satisfied with the services provided by both Services, although some
thought the quality of water was poor.
Mains Gas. Those who would like Mains Gas: 181. Those who do not want Mains Gas: 161

Conclusions in respect of Public Services
There are improvements needed in some of the Public Services if we are to meet our vision and if villagers are to
believe they are receiving value for the money they pay through their Community Charge.
Locations within the Parish did affect answers. For instance, those living near the Playing Field have more
complaints about dog noise and rowdiness; those living on the High Street are far more affected by traffic; those not
living on the High Street notice the lack of adequate lighting and poor pavements.
It would appear that road signing has been erected with little if any liaison with the local community. Prior to the
creation of the roundabout at the south entrance to the village the A359 was a through road. The roundabout has
created a junction with three equal priorities and there is no sign indicating Queen Camel and A359 (there are the
black and white arrows but the confusion of many drivers has been witnessed).
Regarding recycling, we do not have the best, nor an easy system, nor one that encourages everyone to recycle. In
fact, we fall short of nearby villages quite apart from other Counties, which have a full service.
We need a
comprehensive collection system that is easy to use and as good as anywhere else in the country. „Comprehensive‟
means all material that can be recycled and is not restricted in any way by a recycled value.
A small majority would welcome a gas supply.

Key Needs
Identified





Improved policing – covered in Group 2
Repairs to or resurfacing of side street pavements
Adequate litter and dog bins
A published schedule for the cleaning/clearing of roads and pavements, drains and river/stream (including
the culvert under the A359).
 A comprehensive recycling system,
 A reduction in unsightly signs and overhead cables
 Additional and improved street lighting

Recommendations in respect of Public Services
The PPSG recommends that:
1 Cleaning schedules are issued in respect of road/pavement, drains, and river/stream/culvert maintenance
and cleaning by the relevant Service providers.
2 A short-term solution to the need for a comprehensive recycling system could be that the current system
of fortnightly collection is changed to alternate between paper/tins/clothing and plastic/glass/cardboard.
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Partnership involved in
resolving the Key Needs

Service

Who should
monitor?

Responsibility lies with?

Pavements
Road Sweeping
Drains
Street Lighting
Recycling
Litter bins and
Dog fouling bins.

SSDC

PC

PC

NW

Visual
Culvert under A359
Emergency Police
Mains Gas

Whoever owns the unsightly item.
PC
SCC - Highways
PC
The Police
PC with villagers
The Gas Board – The PC to advise Gas Board of results.

Who
should
action?

The PC

Action Plan
6.1

Immediate – The PC to liaise with SSDC to see what action is possible to achieve a comprehensive
recycling system, and to review the implications of introducing wheelie bins. The PC to advise the
Gas Board of the response to the question of a gas supply.

6.3

Within three months - The PC to review the other services attracting significant dissatisfaction to see
if and where remedial action should be taken and to give regular updates at PC meetings.

6.4

The PC to liaise with the SSDC to implement a plan to rationalise roads signs and to extend and
improve street lighting.
C
A

B

Some examples:
A – Signpost - broken
B – 7.5 tonne restriction – for what purpose at this
end of the West Camel road?
C – Electric pole near the church - a conservation
area.
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Part B
Parish Council

306 replied

Can we have a picture of the Parish Council, please? It could
add interest if we included an old photo of an early team of
councillors.

Key Results
(What we discovered)

Villagers’
Opinions

Satisfied
(Good or Acceptable)

Overall effectiveness
Room for public debate
Use of funds

No Opinion

Dissatisfied
(Poor or Unacceptable)

213
178
172

24
43
23

69
85
111

Quite a few did not answer this section and many of those who did, answered in part only. Blanks on partially
answered questions have been assumed to be „no opinion‟. Some commented that they had little idea of what the
Parish Council did, of its scope or its authority and one dissatisfied villager even went as far as saying that the Parish
Council had nothing to do with villagers! One resident suggested that no one should be on the Parish Council until
they had lived in the Parish for five years.
It was generally considered that the authority of all forms of local government had
been eroded and this was not unique to Queen Camel. This was a great weakness
for local communities because the Parish Council had limited influence and its
decisions were often overruled by District or County Councils or higher Authority.

The Local Government Act of
1894 introduced Parish Councils to
conduct the civil affairs of the
Parish.

The matter of least satisfaction was the lack of opportunity for public debate. Those not satisfied felt that one
Parish Meeting each year was not enough.
Many had little, if any, idea of the breakdown of costs collected through the Council Tax, which is reflected in the
higher number of „no opinion‟ against this question.
Youth aged 11 to 18 – 34 answered the question relating to having an interest in decision making in their Parish.
Those interested
suggested:

Nos

A Youth Council
Newsletters
Not through
meetings
With public
meetings

9
6
3

Not interested, no reason given
No time, too busy with school
Too young

5
2
2

1

Does not affect me

2
1
1

19

Care only for myself not the village.
I will move away as soon as I have
finished my education
I am only interested in buses, shops and
park.
I spend most of my time away from
village.
Total

Total

Those not interested, with reasons
where given:
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Nos

1
1
15

Conclusions in respect of PC
The scope and responsibilities of the PC are not widely known outside the PC. Whether true or simply a perception,
it comes across that there is a communication gap between the PC and many villagers. The lack of participation in
attending public meetings by many may be because of this communication gap. People want representatives on
their PC who make time to listen, are aware of and are proactive in the general life of the Parish.
It was encouraging to read that a (small) majority of the small sample of youth who answered their Questionnaire
were interested in knowing more about the day to day running of their Parish, but it was disappointing to read some
of the reasons why the others were not interested

Key Needs
Identified

1894 – Very little happened, it took some Parishes a long time for the new
Councils to become effective bodies and it would appear from the records that
Queen Camel was no exception. “The (Queen Camel) Parish Council has little
or no work to do and so they seldom sit” !

 Better knowledge of the responsibilities and authority of the PC.
 Better two-way communication between PC and villagers
 Involvement and participation in Parish affairs across all age groups

Recommendations in respect of PC
1 The PC should make available clearly defined terms of reference and responsibilities.
2 The PC should hold a surgery; say every three months, with each Councillor responsible for assigned
areas of responsibility. One surgery session to be replaced by the Annual Parish Meeting, at which each
of the groups set up as a result of this Community Plan should give a presentation. Consideration to be
given to a display and discussion opportunity before the meeting.
3

The PC should set up a Youth Council, to be led by a Councillor or other volunteer assigned
responsibility for achieving youth involvement and participation.

Action Plan

The PC to consider the needs identified and the recommendations, and to present their proposals at the
Annual Parish Meeting.
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GROUP 7
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION
The
Q u een C am el
W eb Sit e

Vision
That the villagers of Queen Camel have comprehensive and coordinated channels of communication
that both inform and foster a closer community spirit.
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Information and Communication

325 replied

Every community needs comprehensive and coordinated communication because this is probably the greatest factor
in building a closer community. Conversely, poor communication can destroy what community spirit there is.
Therefore, whilst this section is at the end of the Report, it does not mean it is of least importance as it has a great
impact on community relations.

Key Results
(What we discovered)

Current Channels of Communication
By reading the Camels Magazine
By reading local newspapers
By reading the Parish Notice Boards
Word of mouth, e.g. at the Supply Store
By attending meetings
By reading the primary school‟s magazine
By visiting the Website

Total
295
96
86
47
7
7
0

Camels Magazine
The majority replied that they receive and read the magazine. However, there were a few who said the magazine
was not delivered to their house and that they never read it. Two asked for it to be less „church‟ orientated – see
explanation on this below.

Background to the Camels Magazine: It was started in the mid-1970s at the instigation of
Peter Clarke who was then living in Marston Magna (at that time part of our Benefice) and
working in the benefice as a non-stipendiary minister. He gave it its name and the Queen
Camel Parochial Church Council financed it, albeit gratefully helped by monetary gifts from
villagers and the other organisations that also use it. Therefore, it has always been church
orientated and „owned‟ by the PCC who make any major decisions about it, such as not having
commercial advertisements. After Peter Clarke left, Vanla Oxley took over as Editor on
behalf of the PCC. The intention is that the magazine is delivered, free of charge, to every
house in the Parish and to a distribution list within West Camel, i.e. not to all residents in that
village.

Queen Camel Website
No one said they visited the website and 15 said they did not know of its existence. We have been unable to identify
the original creator or a current owner.

Parish Notice Boards
The Parish Council „owns‟ two notice boards, the official one is at the
entrance to Church Path (to which the Chairman and Parish Clerk have a
key and are responsible for what is displayed thereon), and a second one
is on the Supply Store stock entrance doors. This second one does not
have a key and is, therefore, used by anyone, although any PC Notice
takes precedence.
The Memorial Hall „owns‟ one notice board to the left of the bus shelter.
Comment was made of the lack of a Parish map, particularly to help visitors and delivery agencies.
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Other communication channels to villagers include:
 The Parish Council through its monthly meetings, the Annual Parish Meeting, extraordinary meetings,
and written communications from time to time.
 The Medical Centre through its notice boards and electronic display board in its own premises.
 Cleaveside Close, where the manager communicates internally to her group of residents.
 Local Newspapers, which were cited by 96 villagers as their communication channel. However, the
information given in these rarely includes Parish matters.

Conclusions
 The Camels Magazine is today‟s primary source of information but is not fully comprehensive. The logic
of having the magazine continuing to cover partially one other of the six Parishes within the benefice, i.e.
West Camel, and not the others, is not clear although it is noted that some church information does extend
to all six.
 Villagers did not cite the PC, Medical Centre or NW as communication channels.
 The web will doubtless be tomorrow‟s primary source of information but the Parish has not yet started to
make use of this technology.
 There is no formalised planning coordination between the various Parish organisations, so fund raising
and other events sometimes clash.
 Unless one has a need to visit, Medical Centre initiatives and information may not be known by the
general public.
 Observation shows that the notice boards are untidy and drab, and continuous enquiries from drivers
highlight the lack of a centralised map with postcodes.
 During ad hoc discussions with villagers it became evident that there is no formalised welcome and
introduction procedure for newcomers.

Key Needs
Identified
 To have a rationalised and improved communication process within the Parish.
 To have more information on Parish Council business, Medical Centre initiatives and NW matters.
 To have brighter, tidy and rationalised public notice boards.
 To have a calendar of all Parish events and public service events,
 To have a map of the Parish, specifically to help newcomers, visitors and delivery agents.
 To extend the scope of information in the „Introduction to Queen Camel‟ card and to formalise a
procedure for welcoming new residents.
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Recommendations
The PPSG recommend that the PC forms a Communications Steering group to coordinate the channels of
communication and that this group considers the following suggestions for implementation.


Camels Magazine – In conjunction with the PCC, the scope, content and distribution of the magazine be
reviewed. It should continue to be „owned‟ by the PCC and distributed without charge but consideration
should be given to the inclusion of some of the following, which were listed by villagers:
 more local news and information, including articles by residents,
 a youth section;
 more pictures –
 a classified „for sale‟ section;
 a regular schools‟ page
 information, events and news from the Medical Centre, NW, and PC.

 Website – a volunteer be sought to re-create, update and maintain it. (Consider a member of the proposed
youth council covered in Group 6)
 „Parish Calendar‟ and Map of Parish – a volunteer be sought to create and maintain these.
 Notice Boards – These are tidied and brightened with a background colour and kept updated, with a
policy of what goes where.
 A Parish Welcome – A procedure is agreed to welcome new residents – possibly by formation of a small
welcome group. The procedure should include the issue of a Parish information leaflet (extension of the
current „Introduction to Queen Camel‟ card) and introduction to NW and other village organisations,
possibly at a regular „Welcome Evening‟ to which representatives from Parish organisations are invited.
 A Parish Suggestion Box – Consideration is given to having a box in which villagers can put suggestions.

Partnership involved in
resolving the Key Needs

Communications Working Party
The editor of the Magazine, on behalf of the
PCC
A representative for the PC
Representative of the PPSG
Volunteers for the website, Parish Calendar
and Parish Map.
The following from time to time as required.
The Chairman or representative of the
Memorial Hall Committee and/or Playing
Field Committee
NW Team leader
Medical Centre representative
The Heads of the schools or their
representatives.

With specific reference to the Magazine and also the Parish
Welcome.
With specific reference to the Parish Notice Boards and
future reporting of PC matters.
To add continuity and background knowledge.
To work closely with those above.

With specific reference to the Hall Notice Board and
reporting on Hall, Field and other community events.
With specific reference to NW reporting and possibly the
Parish Welcome.
With specific reference to the inclusion of Medical Centre
information in the Information Pack and the magazine.
With specific reference to the inclusion of a schools‟ page in
the magazine and the inclusion of school events on the Parish
Calendar.

Action Plan

Within 3 months - The PC to form a Communications Group to review the needs and recommendations and to
agree an action programme that will achieve our vision for communication and information.
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CONCLUSIONS
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Summary of Group Conclusions
Each Group carries its own conclusions, recommendations and actions. The following is a brief summary:
 The community is very well served by a superb new Medical Centre. There are some suggestions for
expanding the services provided and improving the method of informing people of what is on offer.
We have a beautiful and historic church that is greatly appreciated by a majority in the Parish, but
regrettably it is underused.
There is a limited bus service, but this does not fully meet the needs of the younger and older members of
the Parish.
 There are a number of safety issues, some of an urgent nature, which need to be addressed by the PC or
outside agencies. There are also behavioural issues identified that villagers themselves could resolve.
 Unless the issues of affordable housing and small business enterprise are tackled, the young population
will continue to decline. The Parish needs a co-ordinated planning scheme that includes a re-sited new
school, a re-sited community complex, and adequate public parking.
 We live in a lovely Parish, surrounded by beautiful countryside but, once again, there are shortcomings
that need to be rectified to ensure that all can enjoy their village and countryside. Some of these can be
addressed internally by villagers themselves or through community projects but some require outside
intervention. Aircraft noise, road traffic issues, and the noise from and fouling by pets were the issues
highest on the list of matters that spoilt the overall quality of life for many villagers.
 The majority of villagers acknowledge that the public services in general are satisfactory but there is a
significant list of shortcomings that need to be addressed by the PC or outside agencies. Concerns
expressed in respect of the PC itself (i.e. our local government) stem largely from a lack of
communication that could be easily rectified.
 Dissatisfaction in many areas originates from a lack of good information and communication. This
shortfall can also be readily resolved with thought and effort and at little cost.
 The Parish is well served with cultural and leisure pursuits but there are needs not yet being met,
especially for teenagers and those between 20-40, and these will need to be examined.
Overall, whilst a number (54) felt their quality of life had improved and slightly more (83) felt it had deteriorated, a
majority (166) felt there had been no overall change in their quality of life over the last ten years.
The Parish remains a beautiful place in which to live but our rural heritage is being lost and we are in danger of
losing it further, particularly the tranquillity that 296 villagers said was important to the, unless we take ACTION
NOW to reverse the trend.

Have we, the steering group, achieved our aim?
Our aim was:

To produce a ten year community plan for the Parish of Queen Camel that
sets out recommendations and actions that will meet the needs and visions
identified during consultations and which can be taken forward by the Parish
Council or by other organisations and individuals.

We believe this has been achieved by the production of this document. There will be financial cost outlay for some
of the recommendations but for the majority the greater cost will be in time, and time equates to voluntary help.
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What are the top priority needs?
The top ten community needs are listed below (not in priority order). Resolution of these needs will be the key
measure of success of this Plan over the next few years.
1.
2.
3.

Implementation of immediate short-term safety measures at the school and improved road safety for all.
A school fit for purpose in the 21st century.
A comprehensive development programme covering all building projects and that specifically addresses
affordable housing for local people.
4. Additional public parking.
5. A comprehensive recycling system.
6. The engagement of all people in the life of the community including the youth..
7. A survey by the Environment Authority of the public footpaths within the Parish, with a plan of action
and better maintenance in the future.
8. A tranquil walk with tree planting, wildlife, water and plants, specifically to add quality to the life of the
elderly and disadvantaged.
9. A rationalisation of unsightly and confusing road signs.
10. Improved communications, including a calendar of all Parish events and a structured procedure to
welcome new residents.
Also needed to meet our visions, and what we should strive for in the longer term:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A reduction in traffic congestion and a reduction in aircraft noise.
Extension to play park facilities – 3 year plan
A church that provides for the pastoral and spiritual needs across all age groups within the community –
ongoing plan.
Repairs to or resurfacing of side street pavements and clearance of overhead cables – 3-year plan
Additional and improved street lighting – 3-year plan
An expansion of business that specifically provides services to, and adds quality to the life of, the local
community – 3-year plan
A community complex that is safe, meets the needs of the community, and is also suitable in size and
facilities to attract outside users and thus increased income – 10 year plan.

What are the quick wins?
1.
2.
3.

Revitalisation and extension of the scope of the NW scheme - to include village wardens
A wider use of the church building.
Provision of an area of hard standing (i.e. a playground) on which to roller-blade, skateboard etc.,
permanently erected practice nets - full size for the bigger children and a small size for juniors, and
additional seating on the Playing Fields..
4. Provision of adequate litter and dog bins
5. Scheduled maintenance of drains, stream, river and the culvert under the A359.
6. Better maintenance of overhanging hedges and bushes and wall edges by residents.
7. Wheelchair access to the playing fields and gates instead of stiles along Henshallbrook.
8. Better communication to and from the PC, including the inauguration of PC surgeries and a youth
council.
9. Organisation of community events, specifically a Parish Day and an annual village spring-clean day.
10. First aid courses.

What next?
The need now is to keep the momentum going, in fact to increase the momentum. This Plan and the partnerships to
take it forward, and your support of them, will mean that we can achieve our overall vision for our community:

To provide for all villagers a quality of life that satisfies
and creates a strong sense of ownership, belonging and a
desire to participate in the well-being and development of
the community
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Annex A
List of Volunteers in response to Questionnaire
(inserted with kind permission, and no commitment assumed )

Activities for children
Michelle Linscott
Jane McDonald
Fiona & Nick Perkins
Elizabeth Perry
Stephen & Helen Warren

Shangri-La, Grace Martins Lane, BA22 7NS
New Bungalow, Wales, BA22 7PA
Old Wales Farmhouse, Wales, BA22 7PA
The Rectory, England‟s Lane, BA22 7NN
Penridge, England‟s Lane, BA22 7NN

01935 851567
01935 850673
01935 850442
01935 850326
01935 851099

Penridge, England‟s Lane, BA22 7NN

01935 851099

Winning Post Cottage, High Street
2 The Tithe Barn, BA22 7NE
Pendle, 13 The Glebe
1 Eyewell Cottages, Wales, BA22 7PD
The Rectory, England‟s Lane, BA22 7NN
21 Cleaveside Close, BA22 7NR

01935 850138
01935 850999
01935 850074
01935 850962
01935 850326
01935 851574

2 The Tithe Barn, BA22 7NE
Corton View, Grace Martins Lane, BA22 7NS
2 South View, West Camel Road, BA22 7ND
The Rectory, England‟s Lane, BA22 7NN
21 Cleaveside Close, BA22 7NR

01935 850999
01935 851239
01935 850711
01935 850326
01935 851574

Winning Post Cottage, High Street
14 South View, West Camel Road, BA22 7ND
2 The Tithe Barn, BA22 7NE
Corton View, Grace Martins Lane, BA22 7NS
Pendle, 13 The Glebe
4 The Glebe

01935 850138
01935 850665
01935 850999
01935 851239
01935 850074
01935 850011

7 West View
1 Eyewell Cottages, Wales, BA22 7PD
Old Wales Farmhouse, Wales, BA22 7PA
The Rectory, England‟s Lane, BA22 7NN
Camel House Cottage, High Street
Camelot House, High Street

01935 850072
01935 850962
01935 850442
01935 850326
01935 850331
01935 851048

Penridge, England‟s Lane

01935 851099

2 The Tithe Barn, BA22 7NE
Pendle, 13 The Glebe
4 The Glebe

01935 850999
01935 850074
01935 850011

7 West View, Gason Lane
Old Wales Farmhouse, Wales, BA22 7PA
The Rectory, England‟s Lane, BA22 7NN
Yarcombe Cottage, High Street, BA22 7NE
Camel House Cottage, High Street
21 Cleaveside Close, BA22 7NR
Inglenook Cottage, High Street
Camelot House, High Street
Penridge, England‟s Lane, BA22 7NN

01935 850072
01935 850442
01935 850326
01935 850686
01935 850331
01935 851574
01935 850714
01935 851048
01935 851099

Activities for teenagers
Stephen & Helen Warren

Activities for the elderly
Jeanette Carr
Wendy Farr
Liz Jardine
Karen Lees
Elizabeth Perry
Ann Ruff

Car Sharing Scheme
Wendy Farr
Paul Holbrook
Geoff Lavender
Elizabeth Perry
Ann Ruff

Neighbourhood Watch
Jeanette Carr
Ann & Martin Diment
Wendy Farr
Paul & Caroline Holbrook
Don Jardine
George & Margaret and
Peter Judd
Keith & Carolyne Lang
Steve Millard
Fiona & Nick Perkins
Elizabeth Perry
Mike Rowe
Rob & Sally Trayhurn
Trevor Vernon
Stephen & Helen Warren

Social Events
Wendy Farr
Liz Jardine
George & Margaret and
Peter Judd
Keith & Carolyne Lang
Fiona & Nick Perkins
Elizabeth Perry
Margaret Reeve
Mike & Frances Rowe
Ann Ruff
Ed & Molly Shire
Rob & Sally Trayhurn
Stephen & Helen Warren
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Sports Events
Paul & Caroline Holbrook
Geoff Lavender and
Joanne Lye
Fiona & Nick Perkins
Mike Rowe

Corton View, Grace Martins Lane
2 South View, West Camel Road, BA22 7ND

01935 851239
01935 850711

Old Wales Farmhouse, Wales, BA22 7PA
Camel House Cottage, High Street

01935 850442
01935 850331

Winning Post Cottage, High Street
2 The Tithe Barn, BA22 7NE.
Pendle, 13 The Glebe
4 The Glebe

01935 850138
01935 850999
01935 850074
01935 850011

7 West View, Gason Lane
Old Wales Farmhouse, Wales, BA22 7PA
The Rectory, England‟s Lane, BA22 7NN
Alderley House, England‟s Lane, BA22 7NN
Yarcombe Cottage, High Street, BA22 7NE
Camel House Cottage, High Street
21Cleaveside Close, BA22 7NR
Camelot House, High Street

01935 850072
01935 850442
01935 850326
01935 850101
01935 850686
01935 850331
01935 851574
01935 851048

Community Events
Jeanette Carr
Wendy Farr
Liz Jardine
George & Margaret and
Peter Judd
Keith & Carolyne Lang
Fiona & Nick Perkins
Elizabeth Perry
Alex Richmond-Scott
Margaret Reeve
Mike & Frances Rowe
Ann Ruff
Rob & Sally Trayhurn
Trevor Vernon

Other Types of Hobbies/Activities, e.g. drama, crafts
Wendy Farr
George & Margaret and
Peter Judd
Geoff Lavender
Win McDonald
Frances Rowe
Helen Warren

2 The Tithe Barn, BA22 7NE.
4 The Glebe

01935 850999
01935 850011

2 South View, West Camel Road, BA22 7ND
New Bungalow, Wales
Camel House Cottage, High Street
Penridge, England‟s Lane, BA22 7NN

01935 850711
01935 850673
01935 850331
01935 851099

Environmental Activities
Jeanette Carr
Wendy Farr
Phil Hall
Paul & Caroline Holbrook
George & Margaret and
Peter Judd
Keith & Carolyne Lang
Geoff Lavender
Steve Millard
Fiona & Nick Perkins
Elizabeth Perry
Margaret Reeve
Alex Richmond-Scott
Trevor Vernon

Winning Post Cottage, High Street
2 The Tithe Barn, BA22 7NE
5 Hill View, Gason Lane
Corton View, Grace Martins Lane
4 The Glebe

01935 850138
01935 850999
01935 851782
01935 851239
01935 850011

7 West View
2 South View, West Camel Road, BA22 7ND
1 Eyewell Cottages, Wales, BA22 7PD
Old Wales Farmhouse, Wales, BA22 7PA
The Rectory, England‟s Lane, BA22 7NN
Yarcombe Cottage, High Street, BA22 7NE
Alderley House, England‟s Lane, BA22 7NN

01935 850072
01935 850711
01935 850962
01935 850442
01935 850326
01935 850686
01935 850101

Maintenance and/or Improvements to Community Facilities
Paul Holbrook
George and Peter Judd
Keith Lang
Geoff Lavender
Gary Linscott
Steve Millard
Fiona & Nick Perkins
Trevor Vernon

Corton View, Grace Martins Lane, BA22 7NS
4 The Glebe
7 West View
2 South View, West Camel Road, BA22 7ND
Shangri-La, Grace Martins Lane, BA22 7NS
1 Eyewell Cottages, Wales, BA22 7PD
Old Wales Farmhouse, Wales, BA22 7PA
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01935 851239
01935 850011
01935 850072
01935 850711
01935 851567
01935 850962
01935 850442

Annex B
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